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MICHAEL GERVERS

An Architectural Survey of the Church of Ėmākina Māḏḥane Alām
(Lasta, Ethiopia)

Abstract

The basilica church of Ėmākina Māḏḥane Alām, one of four known churches in the massif of Abunā Yosef to be built in a cave, is related through its architecture to the church of Ţrmṛḥannā Krastos and through its extensive program of mural paintings to the church of Gānnātā Maryam. It bears witness to an early stage in the development of the sanctuary type which occupied the full width of the building in order to accommodate additional altars. Both the expanded sanctuary and the murals point to a date of construction in the late 13th century. The walls imitate in stone the alternating timber and stuccoed split-stone layers of Ţrmṛḥannā Krastos. The interior wooden surfaces are painted throughout with geometric motifs. The church may well have been founded by Yakuno Amlak, who sought legitimacy for his new regime by borrowing from old forms while at the same time supporting the Church in its establishment of new ones.

The church of Ėmākina Māḏḥane Alām is one of four known free-standing churches in the massif of Abunā Yosef to be built in a cave (Figs. 1–4).1 All are situated to the NNE of the Zagwe capital of Lalibāla, but there are sufficient architectural differences

---

among them to suggest that they are not contemporary with one another. One, the celebrated church of Yәmrәḥәnnә Krәstos is attributed to the patronage of the Zagwe king of that name who is generally believed to have ruled in the twelfth century. 2 Žәmmadu Maryam, which is a cruciform church, may be as late as the fifteenth century, 3 while the open design of the sanctuary and the style of the mural paintings at Ӄәmkina Mәdhәne Alәм point to a date of construction in the late thirteenth century. 4 The tiny church of Lәdәtә Maryam may be dated between the latter two. 5

While the church of Yәmrәḥәnnә Krәstos has been known since it was first described by Alvarez in 1520, 6 Ӄәmkina Mәdhәne Alәм did not enter the literature until Beatrice Playne drew attention to it in 1954. 7 Further architectural description was provided by A. Mique 1 in 1959, 8 and by Georg Gerster in 1968. 9 Gerster’s photographs included details from the murals which adorn the walls of the interior, but it was not until Ewa Balicka-Witakowska published a comprehensive programme of the wall-paintings in 2004 that the art historical importance of the site was fully realized. 10 She has shown that the paintings are by the same painter or workshop responsible for those in the monolithic church of Gәnnәtә Maryam, situated in the valley below, and has dated them to the late 13th century.

Based on this date, architectural evidence seems to confirm that the church of Ӄәmkina Mәdhәne Alәм is contemporary with its paintings. The determining factor here is the absence of pastophoria on the north and south sides of the sanctuary. These chambers are a regular feature of Axumite and Zagwe architecture and trace their origins to the Early Christian basilica. 11 Their disappearance seems to coincide with the period during which

---

8 A. Miqueel, ‘Reconnaissance dans le Lasta (Décembre 1955)’, AE, 3 (1959), pp. 131–155 and plates LXIV–LXXVIII (pp. 146–148, plate LXXVa–c). The caption for pl. LXVI ascribes the three illustrations on that page to Ӄәmkina Mәdhәne Alәm, but ‘a–b’ are from Bilbala Qirqos while ‘c’ is from Yәmrәḥәnnә Krәstos.
10 Balicka-Witakowska, op. cit. The present article reproduces as an appendix photographs of four additional murals which were not available for inclusion in that paper.
Zagwe rule gave way to the Solomonic dynasty under King Yәkәnu Amlak (1270–85).\textsuperscript{12} This church bears witness to an early stage in the development of the sanctuary type which occupied the full width of the building in order to accommodate additional altars.\textsuperscript{13}

Other indications of post-Zagwe construction include the absence of a narthex, of a stepped foundation (although this feature may be buried under the subsequent build-up of earth and straw), of “monks’ hats”\textsuperscript{14} as wall binders, and of alternating horizontal courses of stone fill and indented timber wall construction (Әmәkina Mәdәhe Alәm uses stone ashlars in the place of indented timber courses).

A fundamental characteristic of churches built in caves is flagstone flooring. They are never built directly on the cave floor, because natural stone is uneven and tends to collect water. Consequently, the architect’s first consideration was the construction of a firm foundation upon which the church could be built. This is immediately apparent today in the level cave interior around the church. Opportunities to see below the flooring are rare, but in 2004 a patch of ground on the north side of Әmәkina Mәdәhe Alәm was excavated, revealing an elaborate and extensive construction of heavy timbers below. Further enquiries elicited the information that the church of Yәmrәәhәnә Kәrstos has a very similar construction. One of the interesting features of Yәmrәәhәnә Kәrstos is the wooden hatch just beyond the north wall which is said to cover a conduit to an underground water supply (Fig. 6). This access, in close proximity to the church, gives meaning to the passages in the 15\textsuperscript{th}-century gadl of King Yәmrәәhәnә Kәrstos which describe the building of his eponymous church:

“… they reached the cave which is called Wәğәrә Sәәhәn and which in ancient times was called Gәәsәt. (The Archangel) Raphael instructed the blessed Yәmrәә and said: “(This is the place) where the Lord said: ‘Build a stone sanctuary’, and in it there are many trees and clumps of grass… Clear out and cut the trees…, And then Yәmrәә cut all the trees and the grass and burned them in a fire. When he had burned them, he found a large lake inside the cave and said: How can I build something on this lake? A voice said to him: ‘Put logs in the middle of the lake, put straw on these logs and on the straw put some mud. Then, put down some soil and build a monastery’. He did everything just as he was told …”\textsuperscript{15}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{13} E. Fritsch and M. Gervers, ‘\textit{Pastophoria} and Altars: Interaction in Ethiopian Liturgy and Church Architecture’, forthcoming in: \textit{Äethiopica}.
\item \textsuperscript{14} Western literature frequently refers to the horizontal wooden binders appearing in the walls of Axumite and Axumite-influenced architecture as “monkey heads”. The expression appears to be a misunderstanding of the more appropriate metaphor, “monks’ hats”, which is used by Ethiopians today.
\item \textsuperscript{15} This is a free interpretation based on the text in Il \textit{Gadla Yemreha Krestos: introduzione, testo critico, traduzione}, Paolo Marrassini, ed. (Supplemento n. 85 agli Annali vol. 55, fasc. 4), Naples 1995, pp. 85–86.
\end{itemize}
The author of this passage may never have visited the site, but his description of how the cave floor was built up to support the church and also protect its foundations from the water below clearly reflects the actual situation. The need to provide an even flooring must have been similar for all the Lasta churches built in caves.

**Exterior**

Emäkina Mädıne Aläm is a basilica church with two aisles flanking a central nave (Fig. A). Height is added by a saddle-back roof over the nave, and a cupola over the sanctuary (Figs. 1–2). From the outside, the church appears small compared to that of Yәmrәحنә Krәstos, because the cave in which it stands is much larger. This cave measures approximately 57.36 m deep, 29.6 m wide and 14.33 m high; and the church 8.75 m long, 6.4 m wide and 5.2 m high. The ground on which the church is built is thickly strewn with straw above an earth layer which has seen some build-up over the centuries. The church is constructed of alternating rows of well-cut rectangular ashlars and horizontally split stones combined with a reddish limestone mortar which imitate in stone the alternating timber and stuccoed split-stone layers of Yәmrәحنә Krәstos. In both churches, the split-stone layer is about three times thicker than the timber or cut-stone layer. The first visible row at Emäkina Mädıne Aläm, best seen in the northwest corner, consists of split stones and mortar, and juts out a few centimeters from the rest of the wall (Fig. 4). One might have expected the initial foundation row to be made of relatively large cut stones, but there is no evidence thereof. Each cut-stone course is indented by a few centimeters. A narrow string course of cut stone runs around the church, above and slightly jutting out from, the fourth ashlar layer. It supports the aisle ceiling construction throughout the building. Above this course lies a final layer of stone and mortar. The aisle roofs are flat, but built up from the west end of the church to what in the interior would be the sanctuary wall with an additional layer of stone and mortar to a height of about 50 cm. (Fig. 1).

There are three wood-framed portals, one providing access directly to the nave at the west end (Fig. 4) and two to the aisles from the western ends of both the north and south walls. The western portal has square-headed transversals in each of its four corners. The north and south portals only have the upper two and these are fixed within the split-stone course rather than on top of the jambs. The west and north portal frames rise to the bottom of the fourth ashlar row, and the lower south portal to the bottom of the fourth row of splitstones. To enter any of the portals, one steps up and over the frame set on the first ashlar row, and down two steps into the interior.

The lower frames of the church’s nine principal windows rest on the third split-stone row and rise to about the middle of the fourth (Figs. 1–4). All windows are made of

---

17 MS: MG-2002.118:028; Balicka-Witakowska, op. cit., Fig. 6.
There are three at the east end giving into the sanctuary, and two on each of the other three sides, opening into the nave and aisles. The windows at the east and west ends have transversals in each corner while those on the sides, like the portal frames, have them only at the top. The most decorative window, on the north side of the west end, consists of an interrelated array of crosses. Its southern counterpart, like most of the other windows on the lower level, has been blocked. Of the three eastern windows, that to the south is cruciform with transversals filling the corner spaces. Two small circular openings are all that can be seen of the central window behind the altar; the rest have been filled with daub. A vertical nine-light window, fully daubed, stands to the north. A larger window rises vertically through the final split-stone row into the superstructure which supports the cupola. This window, which has no sill, was blocked with stones in 1993, but by 2002 it had been filled with daub, and a daub cross had been molded in its centre (Fig. 2).

A rectangular superstructure runs the full length of the nave and supports the saddle-back roof, which rises about 2.3 m above the flat aisle roofs (Figs. 1–5). There are three windows in its north and south clerestory walls. The square ends of three ceiling beams are visible on both sides, extending beyond the wall surface, above, but between, the windows (Fig. 5). There is a triangular opening in the gable at the east end of the nave, which may not have been a window originally, and below that is a pair of small vertical windows (Fig. 2). The west end of the gabled roof contains two centrally placed, horizontal windows. Immediately below them, in the supporting wall, is another window, vertically positioned (Figs. 4–5).

Set against the east end of the saddle-back roof is a square foundation faced with split stones and mortar, which supports the cupola (Figs. 1–2). The cupola itself contains two small windows with cross-shaped lights, one of which is now blocked (Fig. 2). From the interior, they are seen to be directly below the image of the Maiestas Domini, which they were obviously meant to illuminate (Fig. 7).

Since the church is protected by the cave in which it stands, the architects did not see fit to incorporate any device commonly used for protection against the elements. There is no pitched roof over the entire structure, no cornice, and only a low, single-stepped foundation. This arrangement contrasts with the often substantial tri- or quadruple-stepped foundation common to Sabean and Axumite architecture. Moisture has nevertheless seeped through the cupola boss; six of its curved wooden ribs have suffered from damp and the image of the Maiestas Domini painted on it has been severely damaged (Fig. 7).

---

20 Bakicka-Witakowska, op. cit. (n. 5), pp. 9–29 (p. 22 and Fig. 16); MS: MG-2002.115:019/020; MG-2004.124:020/022/028-032/036.


**Interior**

All the supporting elements of the roof are made of stone. These are the four exterior walls, the north/south wall which defines the sanctuary, and the two columns placed between the west and sanctuary walls on either side of the nave. The superstructure is wooden, with the possible exception of the clerestory, with stone and stucco exterior facing. The wooden surfaces are painted throughout, for the most part with cross and geometric motifs sometimes similar to those found at Yämrähhannä Krastos. The interior walls are bare and unstuccoed, up to the height of the west portal lintel. The fourth ashlar course and the narrow stone string course which rests upon it, however, have been lightly plastered. This band has been painted on all four sides of nave and aisles with Old and New Testament scenes, saints and other holy figures, interrupted at string course height, at four points on both north and south walls, with wooden corbels supporting the cross-beams to which the painted aisle ceilings are fixed. These cross-beams lie on one or other of the two great beams which run the full length of the church on either side of the nave (Fig. 9). A so-called “Axumite” frieze stands above the nave beams, with moldings above and below (Figs. 9–10). The frieze consists of ten squares on each side of the nave, set off from each other by what appear to be square-headed transversals in each corner, and four at the west end (Fig. 10). To the east, the frieze gives way to the sanctuary arch (Fig. 11).

The remainder of the upper wall area is occupied by the clerestory, which is so heavily stuccoed on the outside, and plastered in the interior that, as yet, it is impossible to determine the composition of the walls (Fig. 5). They may well be of split stone. Another set of murals, more scenes from the Old and New Testaments and the figures of saints, monks and archangels, decorate the entire clerestory (Figs. 9–10). The images surround the clerestory windows and occupy the full height of its walls.

Because the interior is so dark, it is difficult to see and appreciate the complex architectural details of the saddle-back roof over the nave. There are four tie beams, one at each end of the nave and two supporting heavy kingposts spaced evenly along it (Figs. 12–13). Wall plates supporting the common rafters run behind the principal rafters.

---

21 Balicka-Witakowska, op. cit., p. 9 cites “four pillars”, an oversight which should be corrected to “two pillars” in accordance with the ground plan which appears in her article on p. 12, and here as Fig. A.


23 MS: MG-2002.118:028; Balicka-Witakowska, op. cit., Fig. 6.

24 Due to the near absence of light in the interior, it has as yet not been possible to determine whether these great beams are each made from a single tree, or whether there are joints above the sanctuary wall.

25 The upper molding is missing, or absent, from the west wall.

26 These transversals are absent between the third and fourth squares on the south side of the nave (see MS: MG-2004.124:009).


Two purlins and a ridge board complete the framework of the roof, which is covered with wooden planks or sheets. No joins are visible in the latter. Wooden planks placed horizontally in the gable walls on the outer side of the kingposts serve as horizontal dividers for the gable windows (Fig. 14). At the east end, two small triangular lights are framed by the principal rafters and by this plank, and divided by the kingpost. The two vertical lights below are set on the tie beam, divided by the kingpost and confined at the top by the horizontal plank. At the west end, the top of the gable has been filled by a triangular piece of wood. The remaining space down to the level of the tie beam has been evenly divided by the horizontal bar into two superimposed rectangular shapes which are again divided vertically by the kingpost.29

The two nave pillars have the sole purpose of holding up the great beams which define the length of the nave (Figs. A, 9). They are made up of two stone sections: a longer base with a slightly wider square upper “capital”.30 Because the beams only partially cover the top surface of the pillars, the latter appear incomplete and unfinished. They are plastered and painted on all but the east side with biblical and saintly figures.31

Əmäkına Mä̀dhane Alăm, like Ymärıحنän Kırstos, has none of the western chambers common to a number of churches in Lasta which predate the Solomonic dynasty.32 There is, however, what appears to be a raised, but disturbed, ashlar-framed burial place in the northwest corner, and a raised platform in the southwest corner which may also mark a burial site.33

All attention in a basilica church is focused on the sanctuary. At Əmäkına Mä̀dhane Alăm, it is approached through a significant, richly painted wooden triumphal arch (Fig. 11). This arch rises from imposts on the wooden bracket capitals of the engaged piers which stand on either side of the sanctuary wall, and spans much of the nave width.34 The top of the arch extends into the wall at the level of the fourth ashlar course, adorned here by an image of the Transfiguration.35 Images of the Archangels Michael (Fig. 16) and Gabriel (Fig. 17) are painted on the north and south sides of the sanctuary entrance respectively.36 The sanctuary itself consists of a single, undivided space running the full width of the church. However, the presence of the altar directly below the cupola

32 The absence of these chambers at Ymærıحنän Kırstos may point to a later date for the construction of this edifice than has previously been thought. There are chambers in the northwest and southwest corners of many of the Zagwe rock-cut basilica churches in Lasta. Not unusually, the southwest chamber opens into the south aisle while the northwest chamber opens towards the west entrance. At Wuqro Mäsqäl Kırstos near Sokota, these chambers have been used alternatively in recent times for the storage of sarcophagi (M. Gervers, ‘The Monolithic Church of Wuqro Mäsqäl Kırstos’, AfrBull, 50 (2002), pp. 99–113 (pp. 100–101).
33 MS: MG-2002.118:028/029; Balicka-Witakowska, op. cit., Fig. 6.
35 MS: MG-2002.116:027. See also Balicka-Witakowska, op. cit., p. 21 and Fig. 15.
36 For a description of the sanctuary paintings, see the Appendix.
clearly distinguishes the central section. In the cupola there is an image of the Maiestas Domini accompanied by three archangels: Uriel, Raphael and Azazaiel (Fig. 7). Behind the altar and on either side of the lower central window are two murals: to the left, the Annunciation (Fig. 18) and to the right the mounted figure of St. Mercurius piercing the figure of Julian the Apostate with his lance (Fig. 19, cf. Appendix). They are linked above the window by a band containing two crosses, one painted green, the other reddish-brown. The paintings are all confined to the limits of the central space, defined to the north and south by those great supporting beams which run the entire length of the church. The remainder of the sanctuary space to the north and south is undecorated and is presently used for storage (Fig. 15).

The distinction between sacred and storage space is undoubtedly indicative of the nearly contemporary transition from earlier architectural form under the Zagwe when sanctuaries were commonly flanked by pastophoria, such as are found at Gnàntä Maryam in the valley below, in several of the Lalibâla churches, at Wuqro Mäsqâl Krâstos in Sägota and elsewhere. Under Zagwe and previous dynasties, access to and from these pastophoria was provided through doorways in the north and south walls of the sanctuary. The absence of the pastophoria in a church whose paintings are contemporary with those at Gännätä Maryam, which are dated to the reign of Yakuno Amlak, is a clear indicator that Èmàkina Mâdhâne Alam was an early construction of the Solomonic dynasty. There is now sufficient evidence to conclude that it was around the time of the transition from Zagwe to Solomonic rule that the liturgy changed, and with it the shape and extent of the sanctuary. The presence of a portable wooden altar (mänbàra tabat) in the south section of the sanctuary (Fig. 15) points to the use of this area, as in the south pastophorion of Gännätä Maryam, for the celebration of the Eucharist. Despite the expansion of the sanctuary into the full width of the church, however, the central section below the cupola retains its prominence.

The nave frieze continues on the north and south sides of the central sanctuary supporting the lantern ceiling above which the cupola rises (Fig. 7). There is here no clerestory, only those two small east-facing windows below the painted image of the enthroned Christ. When seen from the exterior, the square on which the cupola stands reflects the size of the central sanctuary and the height of the frieze (Figs. 1–2). The

---

39 B a r r i v i e r a, op. cit. (n. 3), pp. 66–71 and pl. 52.
40 I b i d., pl. 13, 39, 40; see also: pl. 46.
41 G e r v e r s, op. cit. (n. 33), pp. 100–101.
42 On the changing shape of the sanctuary in the 13th–14th centuries, see the forthcoming article by F r i t s c h and G e r v e r s, op. cit. (n. 13).
44 For the use of the south pastophorion at Gännätä Maryam, see E. B a l i c k a-W i t a k o w s k a, ‘The Wall-Paintings in the Sanctuary of the Church of Gännätä Maryam near Lalibâla’, to be published in the Proceedings of the 10th Orbis Aethiopicus conference, Leipzig 24–26 June 2005.
cupola itself is constructed of twelve curved timber ribs converging at the top on a central boss. The ribs alternate in width, the narrower set of six, as we have already noted, are all severely damaged by water seepage. Wooden construction is used throughout, every centimeter of it being painted in zigzag, chevron and cross patterns.

Ĕмākina Mādḥane Alām is a rare example of a built thirteenth-century church and owes its impeccable state of preservation to the fact that it was built in a cave where, from the beginning, it has been protected both from the elements and from hostile intent. In this context it is second only in size and lavishness to the church of Yəmrāḥannā Krāstos, a Zagwe royal foundation which in many aspects it copied. Its architects were clearly aware of the method used at Yəmrāḥannā Krāstos to prepare a flat, dry surface on which to build. In some ways the church’s architectural form is conservative, particularly in the use of heavy beams to support the nave walls rather than the general employment of arches as at Yəmrāḥannā Krāstos and the neighbouring church of Gānnātā Maryam. What Ėmākina Mādḥane Alām does introduce, however, is the highly significant expanded sanctuary. There are no known examples of this phenomenon from the Zagwe period and before, when pastophoria flanking the sanctuary were standard form in church architecture. The change was on the way when Yākuno Amlak founded Gānnātā Maryam, where there is evidence that the south pastophorion at least was used as an extension of the sanctuary. What ties Ėmākina Mādḥane Alām and Gānnātā Maryam so closely together is not only their topographic affinity (a two-hour climb separates them), but more particularly the murals which inhabit their interior walls and which were applied by the same artist or school of painters. The paintings bear witness to a date in the fifteen-year reign of Yākuno Amlak when the pastophoria were being replaced by the full-width sanctuary. At Ėmākina Mādḥane Alām, the east-west beams supporting the sanctuary frieze and cupola reflect the earlier division of space to the north and south, while the portable altar now standing in the southeast section points to the time when multiple altars were introduced for the celebration of the mass. This major architectural change followed a significant change in the liturgy (when the preparation of the prothesis was transferred from the pastophorion to the sanctuary itself) and provides a clear chronological marker for church building before and after the period of Zagwe rule.46 It would appear that Ėmākina Mādḥane Alām is among the first, if not the first, example of the new style. The church may well have been another foundation of Yākuno Amlak, who sought legitimacy for his new regime by borrowing from old forms while at the same time supporting the Church in its establishment of new ones.

Appendix

With the exception of the Maiestas Domini in the cupola, the paintings in the sanctuary had not been fully recorded at the time Ewa Bālicka-Witakowska published her

46 For the relationship between changes to the liturgy and Ethiopian church architecture, see Fritsch and Gervers, op. cit. (n. 13).
paper on the iconographical program of Ṣmākina Māḏāne Alām in 2004. The brief descriptions below complete the inventory.

**Annunciation (Fig. 18)**
St. Mary is represented standing before a throne with a spindle in her left hand. The archangel Gabriel approaches her, holding a staff cross. Both figures have their right hands raised in the gesture of allocution. A bird, holding a twig in its beak and symbolizing the Holy Spirit, sits on the back of the Virgin’s throne.

The scene generally follows the *Protoevangelium* of James and the connected apocryphal texts, which relate that at the moment of the Annunciation the Virgin was spinning a veil for the Temple. At the same time, her gesture expresses a specific theological concept, namely her capacity to question the divine message rather than accepting it passively. This iconographical type was applied in early Byzantine representations of the scene.

The presence of the Holy Spirit on the one hand visualizes the canonical text of the gospel “the Holy Ghost shall come upon thee...” (Luke 1:26) and on the other suggests that the Annunciation here may be understood as the *conceptio per aurem*, another Byzantine theological concept. It was depicted in early Christian iconography and became particularly popular in Ethiopia. The twig in the bird’s beak seems to be the invention of a knowledgeable painter. It symbolizes the “Good News” of the Annunciation by association with the twig which the dove brought to Noah announcing the end of the Flood.

**St. Mercurios (Fig. 19)**
The painting bears the inscription: “St. Mercurios the martyr of Christ”. He is shown riding a black horse while piercing Julian the Apostate with a lance topped with a cross. Julian is depicted as an old man armed with a club, unlike the similar scene in Gännätä Maryam where he, symbolizing the Evil One, is represented as a creature, half human and half animal. The flapping robe of the saint and the decoratively tied tail of his horse suggest Coptic prototypes.

**Archangels (Figs. 16 and 17)**
These are described in the inscriptions as “Saint Mikael/Gabriel, the chief of the angels”. Each holds a staff-cross. They have an apotropaic function, hence their location on both sides of the entrance to the sanctuary as guardians thereof.

---

47 B a l i c k a - W i t a k o w s k a, op. cit. (n. 5).


50 B a l i c k a - W i t a k o w s k a, op. cit. (n. 5), p. 25 and n. 82.
Illustrations

A. Ground plan of the church of Ṣmākina Māḏhān Alām

B. Plan of the church of Ṣmākina Māḏhān Alām: clerestory and cupola level
1. Ḫemākina Māḏḥane Alam church, east and north sides

2. Ḫemākina Māḏḥane Alam church, east end
3. Ṣmäkina Mädhane Alam church, west and south sides

4. Ṣmäkina Mädhane Alam church, west end
5. Ṣmākina Māḏāne Alām church, superstructure, south side

6. Yāmraḥannā Krāstos, well-head on north side of the church
7. Ŭmäkina Mädhane Aläm church, cupola

8. Ŭmäkina Mädhane Aläm church, south aisle ceiling
9. Ẽmäkina Mädhane Aläm church, northeast corner showing pillar, principal beam, frieze, and clerestory ceiling timbers above the nave

10. Ẽmäkina Mädhane Aläm church, west wall of the nave above entrance portal
11. Ṣmākina Mādḥānā Alām church, sanctuary arch facing west

12. Ṣmākina Mādḥānā Alām church, saddle-back roof over the nave
13. Ṣmākina Māḏhāne Alām church, kingpost, tie beam and principal rafters supporting saddle-back roof
14. Emākina Mādḥane Alām church, gables at east and west ends of the nave
15. Emäkina Mädhane Aläm church, south east corner of the sanctuary

16. Emäkina Mädhane Aläm church, figure of the Archangel Michael, north side of the sanctuary entrance

17. Emäkina Mädhane Aläm church, figure of the Archangel Gabriel, south side of the sanctuary entrance
18. Ėmkīnī Māḏāne Ṭāḷām church, the Annunciation, east sanctuary wall

19. Ėmkīnī Māḏāne Ṭāḷām church, St. Mercurios and Julian the Apostate, east sanctuary wall